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ABSTRACT

TITLE: Can Lean Manufacturing Change the Aerospace Defense Industry?

AUTHOR: Cynthia L. Scgersten, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF

In times of decreasing orders. increasing overhead costs and fesctr customers. Ican manufacturing

techniques may allow the aerospace defense industry to remain healthy and profitable while offering the United

States an avenue to maintain a more viable ntional industrial base. The automobile industry has shown lean

manufacturing techniques can subslantial!y reduce costs, cut devclopmcnt time, and produce a better product than

mass production. The American aerospace defense industry is now working to implement these new techniques

through the F-22 Engineering and Manufacturing Development Program. and the Lean Aircraft Initiative.

European defense companies arc also implementing the principles of lean manufacturing with results well worth

noting.
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CHAPTER [

INTRODUCTION

In times of decreasing orders, increasing overhead costs and fcwer customers, lean manufacturing

techniques may allow the aerospace defense industry to rcmain healthy and profitable whilc offcring the United

States an avenue to maintain a more viable national industrial base. In the first section of this paper I will present

and contrast the principles of mass production, originated and employed extensively in the United States during

this century, and the principles of lean manufacturing developed and implemented in the Japanese automotive

industry after World War Two.' Mass production principles wcrc initially used to produce automobiles, although

ultimately the methods extended thc world over, and affected the processes used to manufacture millions of

different items. The methodology of lean manufacturing differs significantly from that of mass production, and in

the closing decades of the twentieth century lean manufacturing has produced dramatic successes in terms of

volume, quality and customer satisfaction.

The lessons of the automobile industry havc not been lost on acrospace defcnsc companies that, because of

massive cuts in the United States defense budget, arc struggling in an intensely competitive market. The

automobile industry has shown lean manufacturing techniques can substan'ially reduce costs, cut development

time, and produce a better product that more precisely mects customer needs. Those companies that have

successfully implemented lean production, primarily owned or managed by the Japanese, have done well in a very

competitive market, while those that have retained traditional mass production methods have had a difficult time

competing. Increased quality, flexibility, and affordability arc potcntial benefits of lean manufacturing techniques

that could have a vital impact on the aerospace defense industry. Yet, the aerospace defense industry is only now

beginning to fully implcmcnt these new techniques. In the second section of this paper I will compare the

automotive and aerospace dcfcnsc industries, and analyze the app!icability of lean manufacturing to aircraft

production.



The benefits of Ican manufacturing werc first quantified in a study accomplished under thc auspices of

the International Motor Vchiclc Program (IMVP),2 as described in The Machine that Changed thc World.' In an

effort to use those lessons. thc Acronautical Systems Centcr (ASC) in Air Force Matericl Command is exploring

ways to implcmcnt lean manufacturing in thc acrospace defense industry as a way to obtain better weapon systcms

at lower costs. The first step is a study similar to IMVP ealled thc Lean Aircraft Initiative (LAI). I wkill bricfly

dcscribe the LAI, which will serve as an introduction to a leading-edge example of lean manufacturing in the

acrospace dcfense industry today.

Thc F-22 Engineering and Manufacturing Dcvclopmcnt (EMD) Program will probably be the largest and

most costly aircraft acquisition program of the decade. As a way to hold down program costs, govcrnmcnt and

contractor managers have structured the entire program around lean manufacturing principles. I will describe the

F-22 lean manufacturing plan, explain how program managcrs will measure progress toward achieving true lean

manufacturing, describe the succcsscs already achieved early in EMD and sonic of the problems encountered, and

finally I will project some of the difliculties the F-22 program may cncountcr in coming years.

The potential benefits of lean manufacturing have also been recognized by European defense companies

who .i.. now wrestling with many of the same problems, often to a much greater degree, faced by !hcir American

counterparts. In the final section of this paper I will describe European efforts to implcment lean manufacturing,

giving specific examples.
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CHAPTER II

MASS PRODUCTION VERSUS LEAN MANUFACTURING

In the early 1900s, changes evolved in the United States that transformed the methods used to

manufacture automobiles. The name that came to be associated with ihe new system was mass production.

Ultimately, the effects of the new paradigm were so far reaching that they changed production processes all over

the world, and affected almost every type of product it was possiblc to make using mass production tcchniques.'

These world changing devclopments wcrc based on the work and accomplishments of Henry Ford.

Initially, Ford was an automobilc maker who created cars the same way evcry other car builder did in

1900. Sometimes called craft production. it was based on skilled craftsmen in small shops who built vehicles by

hand, one at a time, to meet the particular rcquirements specified by each individual customcr.5 Design,

engineering, component construction and assembly were accomplished for each car, and varied significantly from

one car to the next. Skilled fitters were the crucial craftsmen who filed each part to fit with the part that preceded

it in the assembly process. Volume was low, because the labor intensive building process was slow and expensive.

No two cars were alike and parts were not interchangeable because craft techniques varied, and standardization

was not a goal.

Ford wL,$ an innovator who proved the manufacturing process could be simplified. %kith far-reaching

effects.' He made standardi/ation his foremost goal. in order to make parts intcrchangeablc between vehicles. To

help achieve that, he introduced the concept of using a standard gauging system in the manufacture of every part.

That eliminated the need to have every part filed or machined to fit together with adjacent parts, which in turn

drastically reduced the requirement for the skilled fitters who were the bulk of the labor force in the custom car

manufacturing business. The development of prchardcnicd metals that wcrc less apt to warp was an important

advance that allowed Ford to reduce the number of parts ncedcd, and to make parts easier to attach.

Interchangeability, simplicity and case of attachmcnt wcrc crucial advances that made the asscrnbly line possible.'
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Ford's assembly process evolved over a decade. In 1903, it was based on an assembly stand where an

entire car was built, sometimes by a single fittcr. Later, an assembler would perform a large portion of the

assembly: apd then move to perform the same work on another car. By that point, Ford had multiple cars under

construction at the same time, which represented a big change from thc past. Only one model chassis that

contained all the mechanical pans was produced which kept the process much simpler than it would have been if

variations were allowed. Over time, Ford divided the labor into progressively smaller segments, and reduced the

number of tasks a particular individual would perform. The Model T in 1908 was Ford's twcnticth cffort to design

a car for manufacture. At that time an assembler would accomplish only one task per vehicle, before moving to the

next. The task cycle was reduced to mcrc minutes, and the complexity of each task was low. Productivity

increased because workers totally familiar with a single. simple task could perform it quickly and correctly. In

1913, Ford introduced the moving assembly line that conveyed cars past stationary workers. It reduced task cycle

time even more, saved workers' walking time between cars, prcvcntcd congestion when faster workers ovcrtook

slower workers, and forced the slower workers to speed up to keep pace with the line.

The results were dramatic. A vastly greater volume of cars could be produced using less human effort.

Therefore, the finished product cost less to build and could be profitably sold for a lower price, which in turn led to

a much expanded market. "Ford dropped his prices steadily from the day the Model T was introduced."'

Although not perpetual. it created a fortuitous cycle where "growing vc!u.:ic permitted lower costs that, in turn,

generated higher volume.""0 "By the time Ford reached peak produciion volume of 2 million identical vehicles ?.

year in the early 1920s, he had cut the real cost to the consumer by an additional two-thirds.""

Ford made the workers almost as intcrchangcablc as the componcnt parts.'" Tasks were broken into

simplc components that made highly skilled laborers unnecessary. Training could be miinial, as were wages.

This expanded the pool of available labor to include thousands of immigrants and the people moving from the

farms into the cities. Laborers did not need to understand what they were doing, how theirjob related to the wholP,

or even the language of the other workers -- they simply had to accomplish thcir designated task in the time

allowed." The system did have d;iwbacks in terms of personnel. There tended to be a lot of turnover in I:ic work

force. Initiative was neither rcwarde', nor cncouragcd. and unskilled laborers had littlIc •xpcrtise to drf-;v on to "

dccct or correct problems. Ford cvcntually raised wages to an unprecedented five dollars per day, so people stayed

4
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longer. But the working conditions were grim. and thc work was rcpetitive and buring. Car companies trmated the

labor force as a variable cost, to adjust up or downi based on product demand and profits. Tlhcsc conditions made

the industry prime for a successful union movement. In the late 1930s, thr. United Auto Workers signed an

agreement with what had become the Big Three.' 4 Worth noting, the issues were shaped by the fact that the union

movement accepted the role of management and the nature of thc work as inherent to mass production in an

assembly-line factory. Scniority became a key issue because it governed who was laid off when auto sales were

down. Seniority also affected job assignments. Since wages were roughly equivalent, tasks that wcrc regarded as

c,. iicr or more interesting became the most sought after.

A side effect of this production system was the creation of a large array of specialists who were an integral

part of the manufacturing process, yet never touched the product. These included numerous professiona! and

manageri•cl.apacities, as well as a support staff.'" Industrial engineers came into being to develop the assembly

operation, the machines to make the parts, and the task breakout for the workers. Production engineers became

responsible for providing parts to the line. Manufacturing engineers designed production machinery and tools.

Product engineers designed the vehicles and their components. The need also existed for large numbers of

narrowly skilled indirect workers includi,,g foremen, repairmen, quality inspectors, rework specialists and

housekeeping pcrson'ncl. Under craft production, all these functions were performed by craftsmen who required

years of training and experience to develop their knowledge and skills. In contrast, Ford's system based on the

division of labor, had masses --f minimaliy skilled workers perform the manual labor, while a small number of

experts directed the. work. With some innovations .s other firms entered the field, this was mass production in its

mature form, rind ii dominated the automotive world market for decades.

In Japan afler World Wa, Two, another manufacturing paradigm developed. Initially called the Toyota

Production System, or the Just-In-Time (JIT) production system.'" it is now known as lean production (or lean

manufacturing).' 7 It began with the Toyota Motor Company that was founded in 1937 to build passenger cars. As

early as 1929, Kiichiro Toyoda visited Ford's plant in Detroit. However, the war forced the company to make

tnuci:s for thL. military. with raft production used for the most part. After the war, auto production was resumed

ard Eiji Toyoda. nyphcw of K: Ahcro, visited the Rouge plant that was the largest and most cfficicnt manufacturing

facility in the woild ir, 1.00. " After cxandning Ford's system in progress. ciji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno, his
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production engineering expert, chose a diffcrent approach. Driven by widespread shortagcs in Japan aftcr the war

and a vcry iffrent social structure than they saw in America, Toyoda and Ohno decided to combine thc best

features of craft production and mass production.'" Containing clcmcnts of each systcm. thcy created a system

vastly diffcrcnt from either. Extremely crucial is the interlocking way individual elemcnts rclatc to each other to

form the system as a whole. Begun in the 1950s, the systeln cvolhcd to its present form. In many cases, past tcnsc

and present tense merge in describing development that has been ongoing for the last 40 yCars.

Human resources werc vcry much t(le foundation of thie cCv system. Workcrs werc not considcrcd casily

replaceable, nor werc they a variable to be laid off wlhcn profits dipped. Lean manufacturing works to avoid the

"cyclicality" that is part of the Western idea of the business cclc."c Typically under mass production, "whcn the

market goes down, the assembler companies jettison their human and organization.:I ballast and expect to find

their workers and suppliers pretty much whcre they left thcm once conditions improvc.' Under Ican

manufacturing, pcrsonncl were regarded as a long-term fixed cost. Hiring was from the bottom only. and lifetime

cmploymer.t was guaranteed. Pay depended on personal attributes such as academic accomplishments and years of

experience," and was tied to company profitability through bonus payments." This generated two-way

commitmcnt. Employees had a vcsted interest in the company doing well, because their personal fortunes

depended on that of the company. They also stood to gain little by switching from company to company because

every move meant stalling at the bottom again. At the same time, internal transfer of workers in response to

company.nc•.ds was easy because salary did not depend on the particular tasks being performed." Since personnel

wcrc employees for multiple decades, the company was encouraged to provide necessary training for employees to

become multi-functional workc,,s who could handle various jobs." The result was a much more flexible labor

force.

Labor-management relations werc simple. In Japan. only basic lal-or conditions such as salary, additional

income based on company profits, and labor hours were subject to collective bargaining.?' The manufacturing

process (including machinery, materials, ni|thods. and labor utili•ation) was not -ubjcc( to discussion, which made

implementing changes such as new technology. process changcs, or productivity improvement much casicr to

accomplish."
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The nature o the work changed as well. Emphasis was placed on being a team member, with each

individual a ge'ncralist "willing la-nd c.xpcctcdj to learn many skills and apply them in a team Scting."s That

fostered initiative and encouraged cnployees to anticipate problems and devise solutions.9 The team leader was a

working member who had the knowledge and ability to bandlc cvcry operation, as well as to motivate the team.

Working supervisors, and few supervisory levels wcrc the rulc•' The number of specialties was greatly reduced,

and many indirect worker positions were Aliminwted.` The. goal was to have every worker actually add value to the

car. All wo,-kcrs were expect.d to acquire additional skills such as simple machinc repair, quality checking.

housekeeping, and materials ordering." Along with the wider variety of skills came greater responsibility. This is

illustrated today by the fact that ip Toyota plants. every worker has authority to stop thc line il'a prob:;m arises

that hc ;annot resolve. The new appk,,ach changed the job of cvcry worker, and every manager, but it also created

"n.orc.challenging and fulfilling work for employees at evcry level, from the factory to headquarters.""

Quality was another absolute priority. Lean -.,;.i;Jacturing was based on the principle of systematically

tracing every c.-ror back to its ultimate cause, and "then to devise a fix. so that it would never occur again."' Every

employee bore the responsibility to detect, correct and prevcnt defects. Thc system also did not allow miirtakes to

build up, contrary tc the "mass production practice of passing on errors to keep the line running [which) caused

errors to multiply endlessly."" Nor were there intense inspections at the end of the production line to catch

mistakes, so they could be fixed in a rework area. As Ohtio's s)stem developed, the amount of rcwork steadily

decreased at the same time the quality of the complct(,d automobiles consistently improved. Continuous

improvement was a basic prc.nisz of the system. "Today, Toyota assembly plants have practically no rcwork areas

and perform almost no vcwo~k. By contrast, . . . a number of cui rcnt-dzy mass production plants devote 20) percent

of plant area and 25 percent of their total hours of effort to fixing mistakes."' Key to :he entire system is the fact

that lean manufacturing builds quality control inte every task, rather than trying to add it at the end of the process.

Flexible production methods were also a goal under the lean manifacturing system. Whereas mass

production was based on producing gigantic quantities of idcntic;al iicms to realize economics of scale, lean

manufdcturing was deliberately designed to allow more options. Machines \icrc engineered to allow simple, quick

dic chani&-s-so they could be used to produce smallcr batches of a variety of items. This permittcd more models to

be produced in the same time period, w,•h little cost pcnalty." It also made customization possible. Flexible
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methods dramatically reduced the amount of labor required to produce a car. Using contemporary figures to

document the difference, the Toyota Takaoka Assembly Plant proved almost twicc as produclivc as the General

Motors Framingham Assembly Plant in performing the san'e set of standard activities on a standard car." That

was in addition to being thace times as accurate. All represent advances accomplished undcr lean manufacturing

that many people regard as revolutionary."

Facilities were designed differently to facilitate lean manufacturing. The idea that "less is more" was built

into the physical plant. There was less space between workers to encourage communication.4 More compact work

areas permitte.d no room for litter or discarded parts, for the simple reason that defective parts were immediately

traced rather than simply discarded to litter the aislcs. Thcrc as minimum area for rework, and inventory holding

areas were small.

Inventory and suppliers were handled much differently under lean manufacturing. Large stocks of

component parts were never accumulated. Instead the operative idea was to have small quantities manufactured

and delivered as they arc needcd, hence the common term, "Just-In-Timc" supply." This often equated to having

one or two hours of inventory on hand, versus months' worth. There were several significant advantages that

prompted this course of action. Foremost was the quality issue. With small amounts produced and used soon after,

it was possible to readily detect defects before many problem units were produced, or they could bcx built into

completed automobiles. Facilities could be smaller because less space was needed for storage. Excess was not a

problcm vhcn models were changed and less capital was tied up in inventory. Steady consumption also helped

eliminate the cycles so prevalent in mass production systems Suppliers could produce and dlivcr at a steady rate,

rather than working overtime to fill a large order, and then setting idle until the next order. Also, large quantities

were not purchased and held as a hedge against possible price increases which further aggravates the cyclicality

often experienced under mass production.

Just-In-Time supply does i; ji.,: 6Lý for the manufacturer, should a supplier fail to produce or deliver in

time, or if there is a qualit) prnbl1c:i. Lean manufacturers minimize that by cultivating close tics with their best

suppliers. Suppliers whose performance merits such respect based on their ability to provide high quality, low cost

and short delivery time, can in turn depend on long-term customers for continued business. "Nearly 38 percent of

all Japanese subcontractors make 75 percent of their total sales to one paternal company. In total, 63 percent of the

8



subcontracted companies rely on thcir primary paternal company for more than 50 percent of their total sales.""

Mass producers oflen pit supplicrs against each other. cxpecting to obtain bettcr prices out of the competition.

Howcvcr, that creates advcrsarial, short-term rclatioiiships. which airc not very reliable in tcrms of price or quality.

which means the manufacturcr must maintain relationships with many suppliers."3 It also hindcrs the cxchangc of

information between manufacturer and suppliers. Lean manufacturers try to work with their suppliers tojointy

design parns, thereby reducing costs and improving quality. Assemblers strive to capitalize on suppliers'

manufacturing experiencc and cxpertise, because that saves the assemblcr having the cultivate that knowledge."

Lean manufacturers often ofTer incentives to suppliers, or help finance improvcmcn3s." They may own a portion of

their suppliers' stock, and the various component suppliers may have "substantial cross-holdings in each other.""

At the same time, suppliers have equity in the assembler's company, and there is sometimes a cross-flow of

personnel. Each of the companies is independent, but they share destinies, which encourages each to look after the

best interests of the others.

Like suppliers, customers are also treated much better under the lean manufacturing paradigm.

Knowledge of their particular needs and desires iE sought, and seriously hcedcd during the production development

process. Sales are much more personalized. Lean manufacturers strive to foster such total brand loyaly that their

customers buy only one brand for life.4'

The final key component of lean manufacturing is lean design of future products to perpetuate the process.

Predictably, many of the principles of lean manufacturing are applied to lean product development. Central to any

effort is a project development team.a Teamwork and shared cxpcrtisc arc e:mphasized, rather than the narrowly

defined specialists charactcristic of the mass production system. Team members representing all relevant cxpcrtisc

arc assigned to the team for the life of the project. Leadership is crucial. Team leader is a strong posilion, not just

a coordinator of experts who report to other hinctional departmcnts. Communication is optimized. A project

involves the greatest number of people as it starts, so conflicts and tradeofff. can be decided early, under controlled

circumstances, rather than as a compromise at the end to resolve a toiul work stoppage. Simultaneous development

of dies and body design is used to save time, based on tlie prcmise that people can work together well enough to

avoid serious problcms. "Ease of manufacture" is cmphasized throughout the design process" which ultimately

reduces the amount of effort as well as the time involved to manufacture the finished product.'o Certainly results

9



vay between companies and projects. Howver, a recent study comparing Japanese lean design efforts to

Amcricrn and European rr."ss production projects showed nearly a 1wo-to-onc difference in cngineering cffort and

a saving of one-third in dcvclopmcnt time. Such a magnitudc of diffcrcncc has to be regarded as a strong

indorscmcnt for the rcsults possible using lean manufacturing and design techniques.

"Inc effects (.f lean ma-ufacturing arc evident in our everyday life. Japancsc cars. manufactured using

lean production techniques, are designed and produced much quicker than mass produced cars. at a lower cost, yet

consistcntly arc rated as thc highest quality cars in thc world. If thc acrospace dcfcnsc industry could successfully

apply these techniques, the companies would be better able to cope with the smallcr orders that arc the norm today

while still maintainirmg profitability.

10
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CHAPTER III

LEAN MANUFACTURING AND THE AEROSPACE DEFENSE INDUSTRY

Before looking directly at the applicability of lean manufacturing. it is interesting to compare the present

environment that exists for the United States automobile industry, which is still largely traditional mass producers,

with the aerospace defense industry. Both products, aircraft and automobiles, arc becoming more expensive to

produce, more technologically advanced, and increasingly complex to manufactutrc. At the same time these

products cost more, customers believe they can afford to pay less. In the case of defense aircraft, the perception of

a reduced threat and the end of the cold war is resulting in greatly decreased defense budgets. The United States

Congress wan's to divert defense dollars to increase trade, strengthen the economy, decrease the national deficit,

lower taxes, expand welfare programs and health care, upgrade infrastructure, improve education and

environmental protection -- to name a few of the competing priorities. Both industries also find themselves in

somewhat of a crisis; the automobile manufactures facing intense competition from the lean producers and a flat

market, and the aerospace defense industry from an unexpected and enormous downturn in government orders.

The United States automobile industry has responded by moving rapidly toward lean production. The aerospace

industry has laid off thousands of workers, much in the tradition of mass p-.-)ducers, but has otherwise yet to

respond effectively to the crisis and is still searching for solutions.

Comparing the processes of the traditional mass production automotive industry and aerospace defense

industries indicates an overwhelming number of similarities which strongly suggest thal lean manufacturing

techniques and procedures which have already demonstrated improved quality. incrc•ascd flcxibility and reduced

costs in the automotive industry, could be a source of similar benceits if implemented in the aerospace defense

industry. Both employ highly trained engineers, traditionally organized along functional lines such as landing

gear or hydraulic systems in an aerospace defense company (or brakes and drivetrain in the automobile industry),

who are responsible for the design in their particular specialty. After the design goes through a critical design

- ------ I I -I



review, the drawings arc turned over to thc manufacturing engineers who design the tooling and processes for

assembly. Finally, semiskilled workers follow thc processes and drawings produced by the cnginecrs to produce

the product. Throughout this very sequential design effort the cngineers are responsible to their functional boss,

not the product leader responsible for the project. Manufacturing problcms are not addressed until very late in the

design process, when changes are most expensive and difficult to make. Whilc the increased complcxity of thc

subsystems manufactured by aerospace subcontractors has fostered closer tics with aerospace companies than has

traditionally been the case with the mass producers in the automobilc industry, the relationship falls far short of

that enjoyod by lean producers. The major aerospace companies usuall) ,'el) .-: .;,ace control documents and

system specifications in dealing with the subcontractor instead of thc bu;'•s-to-prinrt drawings used by mass

producers, but still have no insight into the subcontractor's processes. Because of the additional cost, the major

airframer does not usually bring the subcontractors onboard early in the design process to gain their expertise in

setting specifications. Thus. they leave open the possibility of specifying an expensive dcsign whcn a cheaper,

simpler and more reliable one may have been possible by reducing requircmcnts just a few pcrccnt, or by shifting a

particular function to another subsystem.

The successes of lean manufacturers in overcoming the challenges described above suggest the same

principles could well be applied to aerospace defense companies. By reorganizing along product lines instead of

functional lines, manufacturing concerns could be addresscd early, leading to a more producablc design.

Integrating design engineers with production technicians all concentrating on case of manufacturing as well as

performance would certainly lead to weapon systems that arc easier to produce and repair. Engineers. with a

single boss, would be better able to focus on solving problems early in the process, instead of delaying until they

have grown enough to attract management attention. Perhaps the most dramatic savings arc possible in shortened

development times. One of the largest drivers in the high cost of weapon systems is the long product cycle. Today

it is sometimes 15 years between concept dcvclopmcnt and whcn the weapon system is fully fielded. Such a long

time forces companies to keep thousands of workers on a project for many years while at the same time the govern-

mcnt is forced to implcmcnt numcrous and expensive design changcs as requircmcnts changc and new technology

becomes available. Shorter product dcvclopmcnt cycles, such as those the Icleai manufacturcrs have already

demonstrated relative to traditional mass producers, could slash costs dramatically while providing the customer a
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more state-of-the-art system that bcier mrcts rcquircments. If thc one-third decreasc in deeclopmcnt cycles seen

by lean producers could bc rcpeated by aerospace manufacturers. the cost savings would be billions of dollars.

Changing the rolc of the subcontractors and major suppliers should yield the same results in aerospace

companies as in lean manufacturing automobile companies. By incorporating concerns of the subcontractors early

in the design process, the major airframers will not only have better defined specifications and interface control

documents, but when changes are required they will have a much better understanding of their cost, schedule, and

performance impact. This in turn will lead to a less cxpcnsi%'c and higher quality product. Just-In-Timc delivery

techniques, impossible with traditional supplier relationships, could be implemcnted if subcontractors and

airframers work more closely together, further cutting costs by reducing expensive inventory.

Key differences also exist between the automotive and aerospace defense industries. Aircraft are a great

deal more complex and expensive to develop, produce, and purchase than automobiles. Instead of production runs

numbering in the hundreds of thousands, future aerospace orders will probably be just a few hundred at most.

Finally, workers on the manufacturing floor in the aerospace industry arc more highly skilled than those in the

typical mass production plant. However, rather than calling into question the applicability of lean manufacturing,

it can be argued that these differences should be viewed as incentives. The complcxity of an aircraft as compared

to an automobile is one of magnitude, not kind. Both are powered by advanced engines that nmust deal with

concerns of fuel economy, low maintenance, low weight, and environmental impact (emissions for automobiles and

smokc for airc-aft) that forcc compromises in the design. While function initially drives the overall shape, the

design of automobiles and aircraft must be tempered by aerodynamic concerns as well as inputs from other areas

(styling for automobiles and radar cross section for modern fighters). It is very probable that application of an

integrated product approach and lean manufacturing techniques instead of the more traditional stovepipe

functional lines will yield even greater bcncfits in a complex systcm such as aircraft. One of the most positive

results of lean manufacturing is that parts and systcms work together better than those designed an" madc using

traditional methods. Complex mechanisms with many interactions suffer greatly when one particular part or

system fails to meet specification or performs poorly. An engineering changc in a single component, can have

far-reaching effects on subsystems that arc often manufactured by outside suppliers As the redesign cfforl trickles

throughout the weapon system, cost increases exponentially and the schedule slips ever further behind. So it would
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seem that complex systems arc even less tolerant of the inefficiencies inherent in mass production than simpler

machines such as automobiles. Also, the advanced metals found in aircraft are expensive and sometimes

impossible to rework, suggesting that the more cMcicnt manufacturing methods resulting from lean techniques

may result in dramatic cost savings.

The smaller production runs expected in the future arc a strong argument against traditional mass

produiction techniques. Downsized drastically from past decades, current contracts are for very small quantities of

aircraft, such as only 20 B-2s. Instead of the thousands of F- 16s produced in the 1980s, the total buy of F-22s will

probably be less than 500 (the current buy stands at 442). In today's environment, companies using mass

production techniques and configured on functional lines are doomed to fail because they depend on large

production runs to attain the economics of scale that allow that system to operate. Mass production, dependent on

very large numbers of identical units, is poorly suited to thc smaller numbers found in aerospace companies. Lean

production on the other hand, with its emphasis on flexible tooling and more ropid innovation on the

manufacturing floor by the workers, is much better suit,' to the aerospace industry. The emphasis on machines

that can accomplish multiple functions makes sense in terms of not tying up resources or facility space with overly

specialized equipment that will be used to make only a few hundred items, not hundreds of thousands.

Ironically, today's aerospace defensc industry has elements of craft production, employing more highly

skilled assembly workers than the automobile industry. Craft production might at first glance seem better suited

for the smaller production runs foreseen in the future. Unfortunately, standardization requirements and the

complex technology of modem aircraft prevent a return to the days of true craft production when each item was

hand crafted on an individual basis. However, the better trained work force already in place bodes well for

implementation of lean production techniques. The more highly educated aerospacc worker, who already enjoys a

better understanding of manufacturing techniques than his automobile industry counterpart, will become even

more productive when empowered to make continuous improvements as demanded by lean production.

Perhaps the biggest impediment to implementing lean production in the aerospace defense industry is the

fact the companies have never had to truly compete in a free market, and therefore have less incentive to be "lean."

More than any other factor, this may explain why defense companies have lagged behind olher manufacturing

segments in implementing lean manufacturing techniques. If costs rise during the acquisition cycle, companies
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have traditionally enjoyed great success in obtaining more money from the government to cover what would be

huge losses for a free market company. After having experimented with various types of contracts during the past

decades, it is still not clear the Department of Defense has lound a way to successfully share the enormous risks

associated with weapon system development with the companies. Therefore, acrospace defense companies may

lack sufficient economic incentive to make the fundamental organizational changes needed to implement lean

production.

While government contracts may not offer the economic incentive to change. the post-Cold War defense

market just might. Historically, the Department of Defense has always had Nnough business to keep all the

aerospace defense companies profitably employed. New aircraft oratrs, typically several each decade, for

thousands of aircraft were usually spread among numerous companies to keep the d&4easc industrial base svong.

As pointed out earlier, this is no longer the case. New aircraft buys are now much smaller, and it appears Congress

may allow only one new aircraft into production each decade. Much like thc Big Three in the 1980s, the aerospace

market has gone from plenty for everyone to being very competitive.

The rapidly shrinking marl ,t . .-. ,."y .iad an eiject. The avrospxe defense industry is now down to

only four major airframers and tm cnfi:., rauP- :%ucrs. as market conditions h've forced mergers and outright

withdrawal from the market. Such laig,. -%J %ici-kn.*wn companies as Gmmman and Rockwell are no longer

major players in the airframe business. In discm.sing his company's withdrawal as a majvr airframcr, Grumman

Corporation Chairman and Chief Executive O'.Accr cxplained, "We were shown a chart Ifrom Secretary of Defense

Les Aspin's Bottom-Up Review] indicating thc nmamber of fighter aircraft primes in the business now and the

number that will survive by the end ef the dccad. The number was two. It's obvious Lockheed and McDonnell

Douglas arc the odds-on favorites. They have the rc.vara-s to ride it out. We don't. The Defense dcpartmcnt was

pretty clear: There's no room for us -- or for many of our co; jpcltovr. --- hi hd. alarcfnc business."" Even so, the

economic health of the remnaining companics is not assured. Following the award of the F-22 Engineering and

Manufacturing Development contract to Lockheed and Pratt and Whitncy in 1991. thc losers in the competition,

Northrop, McDonnell Douglas, and General Electric, laid off tLousands of wo-kers and saw their stock prices

tumble. Thus, the incentive to implement lean manufacturing is the fact that for the first time aerospace defcnse

companies are vying for business in a very competitive market.
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CHAPTER IV

THE LEAN AIRCRAFT INITIATIVE

The aircraft industry suffers many of the problems found in the automotive industry, including rapidly

declining 'arket share, over capacity in capital and labor as well as lengthening design times. On the basis of

IMVP concusions, and benefits since derived by American companies that have adopted lean principles, the ASC

Commander, Lieutenant General Thomas R. Ferguson, Jr. (now retired), directed an evaluation of the application

of lean production to th': aircraft industry in May 1992." In Novcmber 1993. direction was given to proceed with

an IMVP.like program for the aircraot industry. Titled the Lean Aircraft Initiative (LAI). it rcpresents a

consortium of industry, government and academia. National labor union officials arc also involved in the effort.S4

Sponsored by 25 companif;" and the Air .:)rcc, it will involve a three-year research effort based at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)." The study is expected to cost an estimated $5 million, which will

be shared equally by the Air Force and industry. Using lean production principles as a starting point, it will make

a comprehensive examination or all sectors of the airzraft industry - inclhding airframes, engines, avionics,

equipment, subsystems, and government-industry interfaces. Specific focus areas that have been identified are:

product design and development, fabrication and assembly operations, supplier networks and relationships,

organization and human resources, policy and external environment."

The intent is to identify lean production techniques that will let the aerospace industry develop higher

quality products in less time at lower costs. Specific goals include shorter design time, smaller inventories, fewer

management layers, less capital outlay, less cycle time and fewer supplicrs." The study is also expected to

"provide hard data that could be uscfu! in reforming the acquisition process, specifically identifying government

regulations and procedures that impair efficiency."" and "govcrnmcnt accounting, oversight and contract practices

that do not add value to a product."' An educational program at MIT dealing with systems engineering and

manufacturing technology is being developed in conjunction with the LP,.` Professor Daniel Roos, Director of
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Mirs Center for Technology, Policy and Industrial Dcvclopmcnt, was a key rcscarchcr in the IMVP presented in

The Machine that Chantcd the World. Hc wvill also be onc of the LAI projcct directors. Hc rcports hc has been

impressed by the response from the industry during ninc nionflhs of preliminary rcscarch.": "He cxpectcd

companies to be reluctant to discuss what they considered proprietary informalion... [but] faced with the prospect

of a shrinking defense budget, fewer ncw program starts and smaller production runs. industry officials realize that

dramatic changes are needed."` The LAI officially began its assessment and implcmcntation phase at MIT in

May 1993." By the end of Junc 1993, seven research projects covcring the various focus areas were underway or

in advanced planning.`' While sonic preliminary findings have bccin presented from the LAI pilot research project

on inventory practices,' it is too early to draw firm conclusions fromi the LAI elfort. However, indications arc the

potcntial exists to realize benefits similar to the improvements nmadc in the automobilc industry as the result of the

IMVP study."
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CHAPTER V

LEAN MANUFACTURING IN THE F-22 PROGRAM

Lean manufacturing techniques are already being employed as an integral part of the F-22 EMD Program,

involving the government acquisition teanm and the threc companies who comprise the prime contractors

responsible for building the weapon system. The overall lean manufacturing plan is described in the F-22 Lean

Enterprise General Plan, which focuses on two key concepts: "(I) optimization of the major cntcrprise process

flowF 3nd (2) driving out waste in all forms from these process flows."68 This top level document details how each

of the three companies, Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company (LASC) and Lockhced Fort Worth Compai y

(LFWC),69 Pratt and Whitney, and Boeing Military Aircraft (BMA) will implemcnt lean manufacturing. While

differing slightly in details based on how each company operates. all documents arc similar in concept and 'cope.

In this paper I will discuss only the LASC plan, as it is rcprescntative of each of the lean entcrprise company

plans."0

The LASC F-22 Lean Enterprise Company Plan is divided into five areas: desige, factory operatiOns,

supplier chain, customer relations, and management. Within LASC and between the major pa-tners, integrated

product teams (IPTs) have been estabiist.iA for every major design activity of the F-22, along with a tiered

integration/review process of selected z;nior functional representatives. This scheme is virtually identical to the

management structure used by successful lean manufacturers ii other industries. One added nuance that has not

been necessary in the automobile industry is the addition of govcrnment engineers and program managers as

integral mclnbcrs of the IPT process. For each IPT in the company. there is a corresponding IPT in tile

government. The company IPT leaders and their governmicnt counterparts arc expected to furnction together as

members of a unified team, rather than in the adversarial roles that have typically charactcrizxed past wccipon

system acquisition programs. This structure should reduce the total number of cxpensivc and timc.-consumiag

design changes that typically occur throughout the program. Therefore. LASC is using the numitber of cumulative
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engineering design changes per released drawing as compared to IPT-developed goals as the metric for successful

implementation of lean manufacturing in this area.

Factory Operations is an area where LASC hopes to reap significant bcncfits. Thc Factory Operations

portion of the F-22 Lcan Enterprise Company Plan centcrs on a new organizational structure aligned to major

process flows. In Fabrication and Assembly, these new organizational structures are called focused factories. Each

focused factory is related to a major group technology product family (in this case the F-22) and all thc resources

required to achieve the product family output arc contained within the focused factory. Management is arranged so

one manager has comp!cte control of the process under his or her authority. In Production Engineering, pilot

programs using artificial intelligence algorithms arc being evaluated to reduce throughput time and cost in tool

design and parts programm*,g. In Matericl, LASC is in the process of reducing new material inventory from

seven months to three months' worth of inventory on hand, and progressing from there to daily delivery. To

measure the effectiveness of these pl2ns, LASC is using four mctrics: (I) cost of scrap, rcwork and repair or defects

per million by time enriod, (2) process capability baselincs for processes that control key characteristics of critical

parts and assemblics, (3) inventory turrs, and (4) reduction of fabrication and assembly Quality Assurance

inspections.

The major effort to integrate lean manufacturing practices into the supplier chain is to bring suppliers into

the IPT environment. LASC has initiated a supplier rating system by which each vendor is ratcd on a regular

basis. This informationi is shared with the vendor so management attention can be focused on those areas needing

improvement. Two metrics are being used to measurc supplier compliance with lean manufacturing ohicrý-,.vcs:

(I) reduction of incoming inspections based on supplicr-dcmons' rated capability, and (2) ihc percentage of key

vendors who agree to pursue lean enterprise objectives.

A more focused approach to customer needs is evidenced in the govcrnmcnt-contractor I1 A,tructurc

which it is hoped will lead to closer working relationships. Integrated tcanm activitics arc used instead of mctri.s as

a measure of the cffetivcncss of better communication with the customer. Examples include annual Senior

Executive Off-site Conferences and periodic program reviews.
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To improve the efficiency of the management process, LASC is creating new organi/ations to better align

management responsibility with thc key manufacturing proccsscs. The focused factorics discussed previously arc

an cxample of this approach. The metrics used to measure this area arc conformance to standard Cost/Schedulc

Control System Criteria (CSCSC) data and the Integrated Master Plan and Integrated Master Schedule.

The adoption of lean manufacturing principles has already led to dramatic -riprovemcnts. In the

Fabrication shops, a pilot project was estab!ished to validate the focused factory concept that has been running

successfully for ovcr two years. Inventory, as measured by shop orders in-process, oropped from a high of 6,000

(and a low Of 600) to just 500, and throughput measured in days dropped from 65 to 15. This suggests the focused

factory concept shows great promise as the program moves fiorm design to assembly. Customer relations between

the contractors and government engineers and managers have reached positive levels never seen just a few years

ago, suggesting a new paradigm hzs indeed taken root. Contraclor and government IPT leaders have adopted an

attitude of sharing problems and responsibility, while working togchcr to find solutions. In other programs, such

a close working relationship would result in accusations of"bcing in bed with the contractor." In fact, government

managers now become aware of problems earlier when they are bettrc able to help. and contractor er.gineers get

fast answers to requirement questions, allowing them to provide exactly what is needed and nothing more. "Gold

plating" a design to meet some obscure contractual requirement that the customer does not cons~der t;rucial, .hould

be a thing of the past.

As with all new ideas, growing pains have occurred and some unforeseen problcmPs haN - materialized.

While the IPT structure has many benefits, one drawback is the tendetcy for IPTs to become too foc-rsod on their

individual product, sometimes forgetting their laeger purpose to produce a wcapon system. LASC has responded

by creating Analysis and Integration (A&I) Trams at several levels to pull Jogethcr the ;,;signs of the various IPTs.

A good example of the vahlc of the A&i Teams was the summer 1993 discovery that t(le baseline design did not

correcUty integrate the complex, interdependent aircraft subsystems to allow all to be brought on line during normal

engine start. The team also focused on improving cockpit starting procedures. as the bascd .quired

coistant pilot attention and action, causing a high workload. The IPTl's, together with thc A&i Teams, have now

produced a user fricndly design that has been highly praised by Air Combat Command pilots.
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Anothcr area of concern is the personnel bystcm presently in place at LASC. Unfortunately, the IPT

structu.c is not recognized by the Human Rcsourccs Group that manages personnel actions, performance

appraisals, and ultimately, pay. This has led to contradictions such as IPT leaders not being recognized as

managers and therefore not receiving the benefits to which someonc in their position is normally entitled. At thc

same lime, an [P1 leader may have a subordinate several levels down receiving higher pay and other perquisites

because he is considcred a manager under the "old" system (as recognized by the Human Resources Group).

FJrthcr compounding the problem. IPT Icader appraisals are writtcn by the functional supervisors rccogniized by

the Human Resources Group, rather than by the IPT cad:rs at the next higher level. Such inequities

understandably lead to friction and other problems. A specific cxamplc of such problems arose in early 1994 when

a Lockhccd [PT leader tendered his resignation. D-spi'c his 50-60 hour work wceks and intcnse responsibility, he

had people assigned to him who were working a standard 40 hours per week. being paid several thousand dollars

more per yea. and receiving higher appraisals. Finally, he decided to return to being one of the 40-hour-per-week

workers, and let someone else deal with the stress, worry and time consuming responsibihties. Unfortunately, this

is not an isolated instanc,. To realize the benefits of lean manufacturing, !here must be changes in personnel

management so the system can operate as intended.

Finally, as in any new paradigm, change is sometimes difficult. There arc still those within contractor

and government management who do not fully support th- new relationship the IPT structure has fostered, and arc

uncomfortablc with the openncss requirAd.

The F-22 program itas adopted many of the tenets of lean manufacturing, yet the final verdict is far from

in, and the overall out'-omc will not be knovn lor many years. Many questions rcmain to be ans,'crcd. For

example, the government-contractor IPT structure has not yet been tested under fire. Until the recent budgeting

rcphasu effort described later in this paper, the F-22 was always the prolected child of the Air Force and received

the funding requested. Now, with some government officials questioning even the need for the F-22, Ihat is no

longer the case. The prograta can expect rough times ahead that will try the close relationships developed in better

times. It must be remembered the government and th-. contractors have fundamcntally different purposes. The

F-22 go~crnment program managers arc responsible for procuring a weapon system that mccts the Air Combat
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Command requirements at minimum cost, while thc contractor managers must answer to stockholders and show a

profit. The cost plus award fee contract helps merge these differing goals, but when there is simply not enough

money to go around, the government maiiagers will inevitably pressure the contractor teams to do more with less.

The rephasing effort led to a few strained relationships, but this could be just the first shot in a very long budget

war.

Perhaps the biggest impedimnnt to successful implementation of lean manufacturing in the F-22 is the

environment in which development is taking place. To a degree not found in the automobile industry, the

acquisition system is susceptible to outside budgetary and political influence that could seriously interfere with the

promised efficiencies of lean manufacturing. No bank would suddenly cut funding it had promised on a new car

development part way through the design, yet that is exactly what happens routinely in government acquisition.

Year to year funding over the design cycle is far from certain, and while many other aspects of the F-22 program

have changed as a result of lean manufacturing initiatives, sometimes dramatically, the political and fiscal

structure remains much the same. Requirements changes are sometimes mandated from the United States

Congress, not the customer, which result in costly and time consuming changes to the aircraft. In addition !o

dealing with the uneven fundiy that can result when national priorities change, the F-22 program managers arc

constandy asked to justify every requirement of the program to politicians who often do not have the technical

background to understand why decisions arc made as they arc.

The uncertain funding has already had a dramatic impact on the F-2L. In May 1993. the F-22 Program

Manager was told that the FY 1994 budget would have to be reduced by $283 million. It took nearly six months of

intnsc effort, called rephasing, by government and contractor personnel to restructure the program budget to meet

the new yearly fundirg ccilings." They achieved this by sliding major events and schedule milestones to the right

and cutting back on the scope of the EMD effort. For example, the critical design review for the air vehicle was

delayed five months and first flight was slipped nearly a year to mid-1996. The number of EMD test aircraft

procured was reduced from I I to 9. Not surprisingly, total program costs increased $714 million.

While it is difficult to precisely analyze the clects this will have on the cfficicncies resulting from the

implcmciotalion of lean manufacturing methods, some adverse impacts arc inevitable. The success of lean

manulacturing depends on reducing all schedule and procc,-s incfficicncies to zcro by having the correct number of
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personnel working on the right tasks at just the right time. Subcontractors and vendors must deliver parts and

subsyster'isjust when they arc needed. While the rcphasing cffort succeeded in reducing the budget to match the

funds allocated by Congress, the numerous changes in the schedule wrought havoc on months and years of efforts

to optimize deliveries by subco-itractors, and the manpower allocated for the various efforts. LASC. LFWC, and

BMA have precisely calculated the number of engineering and factory workers needed throughout the lifetime of

the contract. With the introduction of schedule slips, it is inevitable that at some limes thc workers will not be

needed because the task they were supposed to be working on has slipped. In fact, in computing the additional

costs as a result of the program delays, government and contractor financi I experts typically use a 20 percent

reduction in efficiency for the amount of time equal to the slip, in this case eight months. Similar manning

problems afflict the subcontractors. For example, once LASC puts a subcontractor on contract to deliver a given

component, that subcontractor in turn begins hiring the necessary manpower and technical expenise, and sending

out requests for proposals to his vendors for thc raw materiel that will be needed to begin production. The

introduction of a six-month or one-year schedule slip puts the subcontractor in a precarious position. Workers

already hired cannot be told to come back in a year when they will actually be needed, nor can contracts for raw

materiel already ordered be turned off. As a result, the subcontractor must keep and pay the people already hired

and prooably pay penalties for changing the raw materiel contracts. In times past the subcontractors could shift the

workers to other programs temporarily, but in these days of reduced defense spending, that is oflen no longer

possible. Therefore workers, although probably under utilizcd, arc kept on the payroll until they are needed.

Bccausc of the way contracts between the prime and subcontractors arc written, many of the costs will be passed

back to the prime. The exact impact depends, of course. on how much lead time is required by each subcontractor.

At the time of the rcphasing some were not even on contract yet, while others had only begun ramping up, so the

full extent is impossible to quantify. However, it is probable that the impact on efficiency is substantial.

Even more harmful perhaps is the effect the resulting schedule slips have on prime-subcontractor

relations. The prime is being squeezed by the governmcnt to reduce costs, yet with as much as 80 percent of the

vehicle manufactured by subcontractors. thc prime has no other option but to try to force the subcontractors to

absorb the cost and schedule impacts resulting from govcriimcnt funding cuts. The subcontraclor. well aware of

the decreasing defense work, may fccl there are no other options, and therefore agree. Yet this hardly leads to the
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type of relationship between prime and subcontractor enjoyed wuhin the Japanese automotive industry; indeed. it is

reminiscent of mass production at its worst.

Industry and govemment program managers arc wcll aware of the problems created by changing vendor

contracts and have avoided doing so whenever possible. Ho~icvcr. that leaves cnginccring and manufacturing as

the only areas v.'erc money can be saved. Design cngincers arc already working on finaLzing the design and

tlw:efori. cannot be laid off and then rehired again when needed. Manufacturing, on the other hand has not yet

t[egun, so it relatively easy to delay tooling and pu! off hiring factory workers until later in the program. This

inevitably adds to the overall cost, $714 million in the case of the rephasing effort, and is detrimental to efficiency.

For example, Lockheed has delayed hiring the manufacturing engineers needed to design and draw the tooling by

nearly a year. Hence end-item design and tooling design that should be accomplished concurrently will now have

to be done sequentially in many cases. As a result, at the critical design reviews for many of the subsystems

occurring during the summer of 1994, government and company engineers wilt have only tooling concepts to

review, rather than actual drawings. At this point, it is impossible to calculate the incfTicicncies and mistakes that

will result, not to mention the lost benefits that come from the synergism when detailed manufacturing design is

done during early phascs.

As this paper is being written, the F-22 program is going through yet another rcphasing cffort. When the

FY 1994 budget was passed, Department of Defense officials noted Congress had inadvertently cut another S163

million from the P-22 budget. While no one is prcscntly sure why the money was cut -- there was no language to

explain the reduction -- program officials arc wrestling with how to make ends meet. With the fiscal year already

one quarter over, it is even more difficult to find ways to adjust the funding profile to meet the cut. To make

matters worse, program officials wcrc told to expect ancthcr SIOO million cut in FY 1995.

Congressionally mandated changes in requirements arc already having an impact on the F-22. In late

1993, months after the F-22 successfully passed a preliminary design review, thus settling on a baseline approach,

Congress mandated the F-22 should also have air-to-ground capability. This requirement did not come from the

user, Air Combat Command. nor was it driven by changes in the threat to the United States. Rather, several

Congressmen fclt that for the amount of money the F-22 wauld cost. it should have an air-to-ground capability.

They evidently did not rcali/e that cfforts in the past to make fightcrsjack-of-all-tradcs have resulted in designs
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that arc not particularly exceptional at anything. The result on the F-22 program is cxpensivc and time-consuming

design changes that will ultimatcly cost nearly a billion dollars and delay the program sevcral months.

Congressional intcrferencc has even cxtended to lean manufacturing itself. In thc language of the 1994

Appropriations Bill, Congress withheld $200 million until F-22 program managcrs could convince them that

building hard tooling during EMD for use in production was wise. This, of course, is one of the fundamcntal

principles of lcan manufacturing and has been successfully used by lcan auto producers for years. Congressional

staffers, less knowledgeablc in modern manufacturing techniques. adviscd elected officials that this was risky and

that the design would be less able to accommodate late changes in requiremcnts, such as the addition of the

air-to-ground mission. While it is true Ihat early purchase of hard tooling makes late design changes difficult and

expensive, the entire lean manufacturing process ensures that any design changes that result from refincments as

the design matures will be minimal. Of course no process, including lean manufacturing, can account for changes

in requirements that have not yet been identified, and thcrcin lies the crux oftthe problem. At the time this paper is

written, this has not been resolved.
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CHAPTER VI

LEAN MANUFACTURING IN THE EUROPEAN DEFENCE INDUSTRY

Several European defense finns are also striving to implement lean manufacturing. Facing a declining,

yet ircreasingly competitive market similar to that troubling American firms, somc sec lean manufacturing as a

means to continued survival.

GEC-Marconi, a British subcontractor to Lockheod who produces the Head-up Display (HUD). Integrated

Control Panel, side stick controller, ahd flight control computers for the F-22, is now working to adopt lean

production, as they refer to it. They report they have been involved in the implementation proctss for about fivc

years. It appears full implementation is still far from complete, although they arc actively employing many lean

manufacturing techniques. They use Statistical Process Control (SPC) to detect and track problems, and believe it

works better than in the past when judgment was based more on instinctive evaluation. They use Integrated

Product Teams with each team responsible for its project, different from thc past when a group might have a

functional part often projects, but no overall responsibility for an)' of them. They recognize the importance of one

line of authority, and said their team leader is the one person who calls the shots. They have implemented the

Projects Directorate, which exists as a corporate advisory board to assist the product teams. All the members have

significant experience -hat they believe adcds credibility. The)y employ process verification instead of inspections

for quality control, and are quite pleased with the results. As one company official commented, "It makes sense

because you often cannot test the complicated things, which means you tend to end up testing only the easy things."

They have downsized significantly as part of their strategy for coping with reduced purchase quantities in the

future. Going from 16 to 2 production shops, they now have the same people doing multiple jobs, as opposed to

people being dedicated to just one task. They report an excellent rapport with organized labor, which would seem

to indicate they have done a good job communicating the nature of the changes, and the reason for change - which

they state quite simply was survival.
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* Inventory and supplier relationships wcrc subjects of particular interest to them. In ccrms of

Just-In-Time" delivery, they expressed reservations because thc concept carries risks. They said they would like to

think thctt.situation is not as bad as "just in case' inventory, but acknowledge that they arc not at thc )IT point yet.

They also do not see JIT as necessarily the total answer. While it works well if applied to high volume items with

at least a month lead time, they said it sounds better than it works for special components. They make the point

that SIT production is not realistic because many special components cannot be cost-effectively manufactured in

small enough quantities to match their requirements. Henc, special components tend to be produced in larger

groups, and then held by the supplier until required. This produces the appearance of SIT production, but

represents no change from past practices. GEC personnel think a better idea is to move toward disciplined

common components, so the same item will fit a range of programs.

Supplier relationships have changed in several ways. The rapidly reduced pla!.forms and numbers of end

items to produce have made it impossible to sustain as many suppliers as in the past. Some suppliers have gone

out of business. GEC has cut others. and is in fth process of eliminating more. Their emphasis is on long-term

relationships and they now approach it as more of a partnership. However, they have grave reservations in this

area, because cutting the supplier base carries risk. They fear that if there is only one supplier of a necessary item,

that firm can charge whatever it chooses, knowing the customer has no viable alternative other than to pay the

price demandcd. GEC was more optimistic about the quality issuc with suppliers. Supplier certification is

becoming more the rule, and quality control inspections are being reduced. GEC has firmly accepted the idea that

quality must be built in, that it cannot be inspected in.

As a subcontractor to Lockheed, GEC-Niarconi ib contractually committed to formulate an F-2iiLan

Enterorise Company Plan, however they have not yet done so in February 1994.

In summary, GEC-Marconi sees continued survival as depending on winning new business, structuring to

do the business they have, and being respc.isivc to their customers which will attract business. Lean

manufacturing in onc way they are striving to produce a high quality product and be responsive to the nc :s of

their customers.

British Aerospace Defence Dynamics (BAe) has analyzed their situation thoroughly, and changes based

on principles of lean manufacturing arc part of several options they have pursued in their cffonts to ensure the
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continued survival of their company. BAc believes aerospace defense firms have only a small group of busincss

considerations (variables) to balance." Thcy arc: Supply. Demand, Politics and Technology. Thcrc are a number

of interrelated strategic issues associated with these considerations. In terms of 'Supply," there currently exists

significant overcapacity based on the *Demand" for military aircraft which has been volatile, but in slow decline

since the 1960s. Contributing to that decline, changing "Politics" prompt leaders to perceive a reduced threat,

minimum force needs, increased development costs and budget pressures as reasons to reduce aircraft acquisition.

"Technology" changes also affect acrospace companies. There has been a significant shift in where value is added,

causing companies to refocus. In 1960, construction of an airframe represented 40 pcemnt of the value added in

the production process. In 1990, the airframe represents only slightly more than 20% of the value, while engine(s).

avionics and integration each represent larger proportions of the value added.

Based on these considerations and strategic issues, BAc has identified six major threats they believe

endanger their existence. Markets have moved from slow decline to rapid fall-off. Development costs continue to

accelerate, further damping demand. The technology gap may be widening bctwrcxn major competitors. Smaller

scale production increasingly exposes cost disadvantages for individual manufacturers. Airframe prime contractors

are suffering from the erosion of their value added share. Exports may be compromised by joint development and

production arrangements.

BAe leaders have conceptualized the following as possible survival options:

(1) Shut Down - Exit unprofitable sector.

(2) Strip Down - Reduce cost base to remain profitable and create more opportunities.

(3) Sell - Capitalize shareholder value, and generate funds to invest in creating a more focused critical mass that

can concentrate on core competence.

(4) Swap - Exchange/merge assets to create a market leader.

(5) Spin-Off - Create a profitable stand-alone activity that is better structured to sustaining and winning business.

BAe leaders have adopted many of these options, to varying degrees. They have shut down facilities,

downsizing from 16 sites in 1988 to 3 sites in 1994. They have stripped down, reducing their cost base

significantly by going from 16.500 employees in 1988 to approximately 4.000 in 1994. They sold BAc Corporate
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Jets Division to Raytheon for $0.375 billion in 1993. They employed the concept they call spin-offlin creating

BA¢ Military Aircraft Software System." The actions described above am wJat they have done. Through it all,

lean manufacturing has been a major part of their strategy for how to do what was necessary.

Valuable lessons can be drawn from their experience, in terms of what they found most important as they

set about the ongoing process of employing the principles of lean manufacturing. The benefits they have realized

also merit close scrutiny. First and foremost, they treat human resources as the most important factor. They

consider open communication at cvcry level their top priority. Information must flow freely betwcen groups as

well Rs individuals. Managers, workers, union representatives. team leaders and team members as well as

customers must be kept informed. Among the lessons they learned was impart the vision to all constantly, and act

early; do not ignore problems and difficulties. Foster open communication of problems, the need for action, and

the timetable for that action. Employee involvement is crucial at every level, so everyone knows what is going on.

and there arc no surprises. They also emphasized communication flow in external dealings, so customers also

know what is happening. Reorganization must not be used as an excuse for poor performance. Rather, customers

should understand the objectives, so they can measure progress. Trust and creditability between management, the

labor force, suppliers, and customers .rc all impoitant.

Employee involvement is another crucial component in terms of human resources. Individuals feeling

ownership and taking part in setting targets is important to really adopt lean manufacturing. To be successful, the

process requires each individual be flexible, develop multiple skills and pursue continuous improvement -- which

equates to'&sizable commitment. BAc personnel said to be sure to keep telling employees why.they are doing what

they are doing.

BAc believes strongly that training is a key way to increase human capital. During the first 18 months,

they spent 400,000 - 500,000 pounds on training. That included sending managers to Japan for three months to

learn lean production practices where they were dcvcloped and perfected. Shop personnel received two months of

training in England. Focused training continues about lean manufacturing, and particular skills. When employees

are reduced, specialists eliminated and workload drops, individuils must be multi-skilled so they can do more jobs

than in the past, which requires additional training.
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Organizational structure is a second area BAc considers critically important based on their experincec.

Their recommendation is to strive for a flat, responsivc organization with less layers and fcwcr managers. One of

their problems was they began with I I different laycrs within thcir organization. Thcir advice is reorganize if

necessary, so there is a single managcment team and as many project teams as needed. They have found an

organization that is project driven rather than "unctionally driven to be more effectivc. They operate with 3 - 30

people in c%.. teams (or integrated production teams as they arc also known), and conccntratc on having clear

roles and responsibilities. Personality and expcricnce arc important factors, but potential as well as past

performance was considered in forming teams. They conducted psychome.ric testing to detcrminc who might be

the best team leaders. BAc also realigncd their organization to concentratc on creating and dcveloping core

competencies. For example, they moved away from work on seekers (*the eyes" of a weapons system) to focus on

guidance and control ("the brain" of such a system). BAc leadership has divested the company of non-corc product

lines. Illustrating this point, they no longcr arc involved in work related to humanitarian, non-combat roles and

missions for the military. The structure of a company affccts how they approach evcrything they do, which makes

it an integral component of lean manufacturing.

Associated with how a company is organized is what the company fccls is important. BAc specifically

focused their priorities on; communication, customers, employees, shareholders, quality, programs, products, and

technology. Those priorities did much to shape what and how they conduct business. BAc dciclopcd several

programs to support these prioritics. Cost and performance management is a key area rcciving attention.

Meaningful measurcment based on Kcy Performance Indicators is a subset of this. Thiy Iavc devcloped personal

and team Pcrformancc Objcctivcs. They also concentrate on cost reduction by using Activity Based Costing that

analyzes where the most significant cost of producing an item occurs.

BAc also emphasizes their Performance Improvement Program. They have institutionalized the idea that

time must be dedicated to the efforl for performance improvement to be realized. They hold a 5 minute meeting

every day at 2:00 P.M. to discuss how to fix problems cxpericnced that day, and 20 minutcs arc allotted to fix each

day's problems. Every second week, they schedule a four-and-a-half-day work week, with the remaining half day

reserved for "working fixes." If th time is not needed to solve problems, it is used for oigoizig training Employee

involvement, focused training. continuous improvcment groups and open communicalion arc crucial.
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Quality and non-conformance issues are addressed in several ways as part of their Performance

Improvement Program. SPC is employed to identif) processes needing attention. Quality control inspections have

been greatly reduced. Replacing inspections is rigorous product certification which integrates inspection of the

product and inspection of the processes used to produce the item. When they have confidence in the production

techniques as well as the product, inspection is accomplished only occasionally on a random basis. This has

affected BAe's relationships with suppliers as well. BAc saves time, money and energy by inspecting on only a

random basis those .eeond- and third-tier suppliers who have quality in place and mcet certification standards.

BAe's treatment of inventory is a final area worth examining, especially since they depart from the lean

manufacturing principle of Just-in-Time. BAc has found Just-in-Time production to be too hard to work with.

Instead, they employ an approach they call Just-Enough-Desirable-Inventory (JEDI), which they use to monitor

their inventory. It limits the amount on hand, but at the samc utmc it makes slightly more inventory available,

which allows more flexibility in the production and deliver process, and provides the prime contractor a safety

margin should problems develop with a second- or third-tier supplier.

BAe is extremely positive about the bencfits they have achieved using lean manufacturing. When they

began, they were experiencing many of the same problems that trouble automobile mass production manufacturers.

They were facing steadily increasing competition, and a great deal of customer uncertainty. They had excess

capacity. and facilities that duplicated each other. They had extensive inventory on hand. Their programs were

years behind. Their manufacturing processes suffered from a lot of waste, low productivity and a lack of value

added. Their hierarchical organization consisted of 11 layers which resulted in a slow, unresponsive bureaucracy

and high inertia. Understandably. they had a poor reputation among their customers. After having unreservedly

adopting lean manufacturing, they are highly satisfied with the results. They arc convinced ,hey produce a better

product at lower cost because the processes they use arc more effective, and less labor is required. The company is

concentrating on what it does best, and all t:ic players, labor and managemcnt. arc involved and working toward

continued success.

Applying the principles of lean manufacturing to an aerospace firm may be regarded by some as an

experiment. But both GEC-Marconi and BAc saw it as absolutcly necessary to their continued survival.

Recognizing that all infornalion on this subject has been provided by thy companies. and itot validated by any
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

Striking parallels exist between f h American automobile industry of the 1980s and the acrospace defense

industry today. The Big Three were unwilliv.g to accept lean prodvction until outside competition and a

competitive market allowed no other altKrnativc. In the aciospacc defense industry today, shrinking orders and

intense competition are produc~ng a similar effmi. There are no techn.-,.-al reasons why lean production cannot

make the same dramatic improvemeptu in prnductivity arnd quality in the dezense industry as it did in the

automobile iodusUty. In 'act, becauise of the extreme complexity of aircraft, the interdependence of the many

subsystems, and the higher skill and educitioq levels of the aerospace worker, the benefits may be even greater.

"fwo main issues remain unrcsolved that may determine whctber lean manufacturing enjoys the same

success in the aerospace defense iiduipry as it did in automobile manufacturing. Although some motivation

certainly exists, it is no( clear the incentive in this country is wiurcicnt for the companies to make the sweeping

changes demanded by lean manuficturing. Even the F-22 EMD program at Lockheed Aeronautical Systems

Cc-npany, which is at the leading edge of lean manufacturing expertise in the United States, has not yet made all

the fundamental changes required. In contrast, the European aerospace firms of GEC-Marconi and British

Aerospace have responded to the economic challenges of the 1990s by enthusiastically embracing the concepts of

lean manufacturing. British Aerospace, in particular, is well on the way to becoming a lean producer. If the

lessons from the automobile industry are any indication, failure to change may be disastrous for both the United

States aerospace defense industry and the country.

The second issue is even more important, and unfortunatcly, totally beyond the control of the aerospace

industry. Continual Congressional interference and unpredictable year-to-year funding wreak havoc on the

delicate timing demanded by lean manufacturing principles. Given the reality of reduced defense budgets in the

coming years, lean manufacturing may have a difficult time proving its value, and may even be dismissed as just
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another failed management method. While it may be argued that lean manufacturing makes it easier to adjust to

such changes, it must be pointed out that true lean manufacturing is based on concurrency and many events

coming together at just the right time. If extcrnal factors prevent this from occurring. it is vcry possible the

promised efficiencies of lean manufacturing may never materialize. Until more sweeping changes arc made in

acquisition processes, the full potential of lean manufacturing may not be realized.
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NOTES

"Lcan manufacturing" is the term used 0i this paper to describe the processcs and procedures used
cxtensivcly in the Japancsc autonmoti~c industry. However. "lean production" and "lean cntcrprise" arc other terms
used interchangeably in industry and literature on thc subject to describe thc same concept.
2 -James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jonus. Daniel Roos, Thc Machine that Changed the World. (Ncw York:
First Harper Perennial Edition, A Division of Harper Collins Publisher,, 1991), 3-9.
3 Ibid., 4 (first quotation appearing below), 8 (second quotation appearing besow).
The book titded The Machine that Changed the World represants more thasn five )cars of research comparing thc
differences between mass production and ktan production in the automotivc industry on a global basis. The study
was accomplished under the auspices of the International Motor Vchiclc Program (IMVP) based at the Ccntcr for
Technology, Pclicy and Industrial Development at the Massachuscots Irslitule of Technology. "The Center had a
bolec charter: to go beyond ct,nvenlional research to cxplorn ceativc mechanisms for industry- government-
university interaction on an internatioral Lasis in order to uncicrstand the fundamcntal forces of industrial change
and improve the policy-making process in dealing with change." The study also led the authors, Womack, Jones
and Roos, to the conviction t'at "the principles of lean production can be applied equally in every industry across
the globe and that the w.onvcrsi-rn to lean prod-iction will hay:. ý,,ofound effect on human society - it will truly
change the world."

Ibid., 30.
Ibid., 2 1-22.

6 *A Survey of tle Car Industry" T nmist, (October 17, 1992). 5.
7 Womack, 27.

Ibid-, 27-28.
Ibid., 37.

to Ibid.
"11 Ibid., 29.
"12 Ibid., 30.
"13 Ibid., 28-31.
A 1915 survey revealed the more than 7,000 assembly workers at Ford's Highland Park plant in Detroit spoke more
than fifty languages with many of thenm barely speaking English.
"14 Ibid., 42-43.
Is Ibid., 31-'
16 Yasuhiro Mondcn, Fovota Production Systcm. (Norcross. Georgia: Second Edition, Industrial
Engineering and Management Press, 1993), 336.
P7 Captain Denise Carnejo, "ASC Launches Initiatives to Improve Dcvelopment of Aerospace Systems"
United Statcs Air Force News Release. PAM# 93-096 (May 14, 1993): 10.
"It's 'lean' because it uses less of everything needed in mass production -- half the human effort in the factory, half
the manufacturing space, half the invcstmcnt in tools, half the engineering hours to develop a ncw product, and
done in half the time."
to Woniack, 48-49.
19 Ibid., 277.

Ibid., 247-248.
21 Ibid., 247.
22 Monden, 343.

Womack., 54.
24 Monden, 343.
23 Ibid.
26 Ibid., 344.
27 Ibid., 347.

Womack, 251.
29 Ibid., 53.
30 Monden, 346.
3, Womack., 79.

Ibid., 99.
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"13 Ibid., 225.
)4 Ibid., 57.
"35 Ibid., 56.
3 Ibid., 57.
37 Ibid.. 64.
38 Ibid., 81.
Source: 1986 World Ass=moly Plan Survey accomplished as part of the International Motor Vehicl, Program
reference in earlier endaote.

IbidL, 82.
4 Ibid., 79.
41 Ibid., 62.
0 Monden, 337.
43 Ibid., 339.
"44 Ibid., 59.
45 Womack , 61.
46 Ibid., 6 1.
"4 16m . 6 7.

48 Ibid., 112-118.
49 Ibid., 98.
so Ibid., !11.
51 Ibid., 110-111.
A worldwide survey conducted at the Harvard Business School examined product-developmcnt activities in the
motor industry during the 1980s time frame. Twenty-nine development projects for cars with totally new bodies
(althougL some used carryover or shared intrnal componcnts) which were marketed between 1983 and 1987 were
examined. Some adjustmcnta were made to make the terms of comparison as equitable as possible. The results
showed a totally new Japaneme car took an averabc of ! 7 million hours of cnginecnng effort, and 415 months from
design to delivery. American and European project- of simili- complexity required 3 milliut, engineering hours
and 60 months.
52 Anthony L. Velocci, Jr., "Grumman Will Abandon Critical Airframe Skills" Aviation Wek & Spao
Tehbnnnnn (October 18. 1993), 33.
" Lean Aircraft huitiative Bricin'. by Nitin C. Shah. Proj-ct Officer, Wright Laboratory, Material
Technclogy Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Sue Baker, "Lean Aircraft Initiative" Lcading Fdie (January 1994), 14.
"Sources vary as to dhc number of commercial participants. i Jitin C. Shah cited 21 companies in his Lean

Aircraft Initiative Bricfing. John D. Morrocco said 25 companies were participating in his May 24, 1993 Aviation
Week & Spgce TechnogI= article, page 23. Dr Will.am Kessler refcrenced 18 companim in a January 1994
Leadi.ngE articlt , page 14..Un.Icd States Air Forc" Nw%%s Relcase, PAM # 93-096, of May 14, 1993 Isted the
foitowing 22 participating companies: AIL Systems, Allied Signal, Boeing Defense & Space. GE Aircraft
Engines, Grumman, Honeywell. Hughes Radar Systems. IBM Federal Systems, Lockhec. Aeronautical Systems,
Loral Defense Systems, Martin Marietta, McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, ?ratt & Whitney, Raytheon,
Rockwell-Nor;. American Aircraft, Sundstrand, Texas Instruments, Textron Defense Systems, TRW, Vought
Aircraft, Westinghouse Electronic Systems Group.
% John D. Morrocco, "USAF Aim: Lean Production" Avighion Wek & S acc Technology (May 24, 1993),
23.
5 Sue Baker, "Lean Aircraft Initiative" Leading Edge (January 1994), 14.

Ibid.
"Morrocco, "USAF Aim: Lean Production," 23.

60 Ibid., 24.
61 LEANAI. ( News¢letcr of the Lean Aircraft Initiative, M. I. T. (Summer 1993. Vol. i, No. 1), 2.
"in conjunction with the Lean /.ircraft Initiative's 22 industrial sponsors, a consortium of MIT departments and
centers involved in systems and manufacturing education have teamed to develop the Systems Engineering ond
Manufacturing Productivity Institute (SEMPI). The proposed educalional offering is designed lo meet the critical
technical and management retraining needs of the US aircraft industry.... Providing a pioneering framework for
the understanding and dissemination of lean principles and practices, SEMPI will involve . rigorous program of
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instruction at MIT, covering such topics as systems engineering, flexible manufacturing, integrated product and
process development, emerging critical technologies and rclated subjccts, combined with a case study-based
practicum at sponsors' plants. Industrial sponsors have pledged :hcir support both through a reassignmcnt of
sponsor funds and an offering of 'in kind' assistance in development of the program, course matcrials, and case
studies. Dr. Stanley Weiss explains, 'Aiming towards a masters degree in systcms engineering and
manufacturing-related technology. thc program wot'ld takc advantage of lessons learned in the Lean Aircraft
Initiative and provide students insights into real productivity measures.'. . . The education afforded by SEMPI will
provide direct benefit ,, both sponsoring companies and to the development of paradigms for the aircraft industry."
62 UPate. Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, M.I.T. (Winter 1994).
63 Morrocco, "USAF Aim: Lean Production." 24.

LUP1dai (Winter 1994).
LEAN-AIR Newsletter of the Lean Aircraft Initiative. M.IT. (Summer 1993, Vol. 1, No. 1) 1, 3.

Research Projects inwork or underway in designated focus areas arc as follows.
Product Development:
i) Integrated Product and Process Development: Models, Practices and Metrics
2) Process Flow Modeling and Analysis
Fabricaticn and Assembly:
3) Inventory and Buffer Practices
4) Fabrication and Assembly Workflow Organization, Materials Management and Logistics
5) Make-Buy Decisions, Supplier Selection Criteria, Current Best Practices and the Impact of Government
Rigula'ions on Supplier R..:lationships
Organization and Hounan Resources:
6) Concurrent Right-Sizing and Human Resources Management
Policy and E.'temal Environment:
7) Reforming the Acquisition Process: Institutional Issues and Options

LEANAIR Newsletter of the Lean Aircraft Initiativc. M.I.T. (Autumn 1993, Vol. 1, No. 2) 1, 6.
67 Baker, 16.
John Fialko, a program man-'gcr at Hughes Company, El Segundo, California is cxtrcmcly optimistic. He says,
"LAI couMdwell be the most important contrioulion ever made to integrated process and product devclopmcnt. It
has the potential to benefit the entire defense acquisition pipeline, from concept through dcmonstration/validation,
from engineering and manufacturing development through production, from field support throgh pioduct
rctircmcx'. The beauty of LAI is that it uses all the elements of balanced design in a disciplined, repeata'ýIc way of
doing product creation."

P-22 Lean knw!U'risc G.;ncral Plan. 25 Septcmbce 1993. Approved by W. N. Bylciw, Vicc."re'gidcnt.
F-1 19 Program and L. G. i~Jley, Vice-President and General Manager, F-22 Program, I.
0 Lockheed Fort Worth Company (LFWC) waf formerly General Dynamics Fort Worth Divi. ortly
after winning the F-22 EMD contract, Lockhred Corporation bought General Dynamics Fort Worn. ,6ion.
Thus L; WC and Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company (LASC) are separate companies, both owsied by
Lockh(.d Corporation. Thc actual F-22 contract is with Lockheed Corporation
70 F-22 Lean Enterorisc Company Plan, Lockheed Corporation. Lockheed Aeronautical Systcem Group.
I "ckhced Aeroiautical Systems Company, 25 September 1993. Approved by A. L. Pruden, Lockheed F-22
Program Manager.

"John D. Mo.rrocco. "Lockheed Concentrates on F-22 Risk Reduction" Aviation Week & Soace Tcchnolov
(September 6, 1993), 50.
72 Just as the terms lean manufacturing, lean production and lean enterprise arc used interchangeably, the
term Just-In-Time (JIT) is linked as an adjective to four words: production, inventory, delivery and supply. All
four ierms are used to describc the idea of producing and delivering just enough inventory to supply precisely what
is r•',ded for a short pcrioJ of end item production, Different authors appear to use the terms intcrchangably.
"73 Information regarding aerospace companies' situation and options is drawn from the "1994 Strategic
Issues Briefing" pru.;ented at British Aerospace (Military Aircraft) Ltd., on 15 February 1994, Lancashire,
England.
74 It should be noted that this meaning is different from that associated with the American concept called
"Epin-off."
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